We propose an optical broadcast-and-select network architecture with centralized multi-carrier light source (C-MCLS). It enables all network nodes access a large number of optical carriers in a cost-effective manner through dynamic optical broadcast and select. Cost analysis and numerical results show that it greatly reduces the light source cost compared with the conventional one, as the number of required access wavelengths at network nodes becomes large. We also show its cost-effective areas in different cases of cost calculation. The obtained results indicate that it is very promising for future regional/metro networks, which demand a large number of wavelengths. Keywords: optical broadcast-and-select network, centralized multicarrier light source (C-MCLS), light source cost, regional/metro network Classification: Photonics devices, circuits, and systems
Introduction
Light source is one of the indispensable components for future high-capacity and cost-effective photonic networks based on wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) technology. To deal with the explosive growth of Internet traffic nowadays, network nodes are required to have more laser diodes (LDs) and high-speed wavelength channels for data transmission. However, to equip and manage hundreds or even thousands of light sources at each network node makes network cost expensive and network management complicated.
Multi-carrier light source (MCLS) technology, especially supercontinuum multi-carrier source (SC-MCS), which generates a large number of optical carriers with high frequency accuracy, has attracted a lot of research attentions recently [1, 2, 3, 4] . Generation of over-10000-channel multi-carriers by using SC-MCS has been reported in Ref. [5] . Based on SC-MCS, over-1000-channel ultradense WDM transmission was demonstrated [6] , but it was limited to only point-to-point transmission.
To solve the problem of increasing LDs cost and management complexity, MCLS is one of the promising technologies. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study is reported on how to efficiently utilize MCLS technology to design cost-effective photonic network architectures so far.
This letter proposes an optical broadcast-and-select network architecture with centralized MCLS (C-MCLS). It enables all network nodes access a large number of optical carriers in a cost-effective manner through dynamic optical broadcast and select. The generated optical multi-carriers are broadcasted to all network nodes through coupler and distribution fibers. Waveband/wavelength selection is performed at each network node through optical band-pass filters (BPFs). This letter analyzes the light source cost and shows the cost-effective areas of our proposed network architecture compared with the conventional one. shows our proposed C-MCLS-based network architecture. In the conventional network, each EN has its own LDs array for transmission. In the proposed network, the C-MCLS generates the multi-carriers and broadcasts them to all ENs. Each EN selects its allocated waveband/wavelength through BPF. The fibers for optical multi-carriers distribution form a star topology.
In this way, all ENs are able to access a large number of optical carriers generated by C-MCLS without any LDs at their own sides. This architecture greatly reduces the light source cost and management complexity, as the number of access wavelengths needed at each EN becomes large. Functional blocks of one-wavelength transmission in the conventional network and the proposed network are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively. In the conventional network, the generated wavelength of LD, after traffic modulation, is sent to destination through transmission fiber and is finally detected by the photodiode (PD). In the proposed network, the generated optical multi-carriers are amplified first and then are broadcasted to all ENs through conventional coupler (power splitter) and distribution fibers. Each EN selects its allocated waveband/wavelength through BPF. Then wavelength de-multiplexing and traffic modulations are performed. The afterwards transmission and detection are the same as the conventional network. 
Light source cost analysis and numerical results
Light source cost is one large part of the whole network cost and its analysis is performed as follows. By comparing Fig. 2 (a) and (b), it is found that the proposed network introduces extra costs on: C-MCLS, coupler, distribution fibers, and BPFs, instead of distributed LDs cost of each EN in the conventional network. As there are abundant dark fibers already deployed in regional/metro areas [7] , the cost of distribution fibers is neglected in analysis. Coupler cost is also not counted because of its low cost compared with other components. For cost comparison, we define the single LD cost C LD to be c cost unit. The costs of BPF and C-MCLS are defined as C BPF and C C−MCLS , respectively. C con and C pro represent the total light source cost of the conventional network and the proposed network separately. They are calculated as follows:
N is the number of ENs. W is the number of access wavelengths at EN. K 1 is cost ratio between C-MCLS and LD, and it is from 10 to 100 in analysis. K 2 is cost ratio between BPF and LD, and it ranges from 0.5 to 50, because very narrow bandwidth BPFs are much more expensive than common ones. ΔC is the incremental cost factor of BPF, which is related to the number of passing-by wavelengths and is set to be 0.01 c in analysis. Figure 3 (a) shows the light source cost comparison of the proposed network and the conventional network. When the number of required access wavelengths at EN increases, C con increases rapidly, while C pro is slightly growing. In addition, the proposed network has more light source cost savings than the conventional one when W is larger than about 15 under the conditions that K 1 = 50, K 2 = 10. Figure 3 (b) shows the border lines of cost-effective areas between the conventional network and the proposed network with changing K 1 and K 2 . When either K 1 or K 2 increases, the cost-effective area of the proposed network shrinks. In addition, K 2 has a larger impact than K 1 on the size of the cost-effective area of the proposed network.
Optical power loss management is one great challenge of the proposed network. Its main optical power loss consists of splitting loss of coupler P L C , and transmission loss of fibers for multi-carriers distribution P L T . The total optical power loss P L can be calculated by the following equation [8] :
where N is the number of ENs, L is the distribution fiber length in kms. When P L is very large, optical amplifier is needed at each EN. This part presents the light source cost analysis considering optical power loss and EN amplifier cost. The cost of EN amplifier is defined as C AMP . The cost ratio between EN amplifier and LD is defined as K 3 , and it ranges from 5 to 20 in analysis. When P L is larger than the pre-defined threshold value, for example 20 dB in our analysis, optical amplifier is needed at each EN and its cost should be added to C pro . Figure 3 (c) shows the border lines of cost-effective areas between the conventional network and the proposed network with changing K 3 and L, considering EN amplifier cost. It is found that with the increasing of N and L, the cost-effective area of the proposed network shrinks. K 3 has a lager impact than L and N on the size of costeffective area. When K 3 becomes larger, the border line moves towards right side and the size of cost-effective area of the proposed network becomes smaller. However, the proposed network is very promising for regional/metro networks with more than 100 access wavelengths at each EN, regardless the distribution fiber length, number of ENs and optical amplifier cost in our analysis.
Conclusions
The proposed optical broadcast-and-select network architecture with centralized multi-carrier light source greatly reduces the light source cost compared with the conventional one, as the number of required access wavelengths at each edge node becomes large. With the development of relating optical devices and technologies, it has a great potential for applications in future cost-effective and high-capacity regional/metro networks, which can dynamically provide a large number of wavelengths on demand for various bandwidth-hungry internet applications.
